Data integration and insights
for the mid-market.
Get your data talking.

If you’re storing large amounts of data in multiple locations, it’s hard to
appreciate its full potential. We can help you turn it into a valuable asset,
with deeper insights into your business and customers to drive your growth.
< Register to download our report

Data smarts are no longer the province of large multi-national organisations: mid-market organisations can harness
their data through integrated applications which drive cost reduction, smart decision making and innovation.
With our full suite of services, you can get a single clear overview of your business.

Benefits of data integration
and insights
A single clear overview

Tap your data’s value

Full suite of services

Streamline your existing
tech stack so you surface only
the most relevant data.

Unleash your data’s untapped
value and supercharge
your business decisions.

From simple Advice to
Architecture & Design,
Implementation and Management.

Full suite of services tailored
for mid-market organisations
Advice
If you simply want advice on
which data systems to build.

Services include:

We’ll help you reimagine your
core data processes and integration
needs, to deliver a best-practice
solution that provides valuable
insights and gives you a
competitive edge.

– Co-Develop Data, Integration,
Insight Strategy

– Program Governance & Oversight
(TAC/CAB), Best Practice
Frameworks, Data Policies,

– Design Data & Tech Integration
Roadmap (Blue Print)

– Security, Regulatory, CD/CI
Program Management

– Legacy Modernisation

– Integration Strategy

– Identify Automation Opportunity

– Insight Strategy

– Tech Enablement/Partner Selection

– Governance

– Evaluate Current State

Architecture & Design
When you also want the data
systems built for you.
We’ll take all your existing initiatives,
capabilities and investments – then
align your data across your entire
technology landscape, for a robust
and fully integrated solution.

Services include:
– Target Architecture: Vendor
platform selection

– Architecture governance and
adherence to business strategy

– Integration Platform Capabilities
review and suitability to existing
application landscape

– Enterprise Monitoring
Requirements and fitment

– Integration Patterns and Methods

– Review designs against agreed
patterns

– Data Integration Strategy

– API Strategy

Implementation
If you’d then like those data
systems put in place.
We can even be your 24/7 data
managers, tapping those valuable
insights for you, with an eagle-eye
for spotting new opportunities and
ways forward for your business.

Services include:
– Process integration for legacy
to cloud – resolving connection
pain points
– API development

– Data connectors for legacy
and cloud
– Data platform integration
for insights and automation

– Cloud integration and orchestration
– API gateway implementation

Management
When you also want your new
data systems managed for you.
We can even be your 24/7 data
managers, tapping those valuable
insights for you, with an eagle-eye
for spotting new opportunities and
ways forward for your business.

Services include:
– Complete managed secure
platform with legacy connectors
to support hybrid models

– Connected enterprise with
KPMG managed components/
building blocks

– Low cost to serve - delivering
data insights to the business

– Roadmap of extensions to cloud
connections and automation

– Simple entry to cloud integration

– Incident management, monitoring
and tracking

How we can help your organisation
pivot to new realities

Assist with your digital
transformations

Enhance cost reduction
and productivity

Plan essential architecture
and advise on back to
front end capabilities

Help integrate programs
so data is optimised

Provide cyber advisory,
governance, risk and
compliance counsel

Oversee complete
asset management

Explore managed
service opportunities

Offer climate change and
sustainability assistance

Recommend deal responses
to market conditions

Let’s talk.
To find out how we can get your data talking and help your organisation grow,
please get in touch.
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